
Students of Grade 4 had fun learn-
ing about lesson - "Solids, Liquids 
and Gases" by doing experiments on 
balloons.  All the students enjoyed 
while doing the experiments . 
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Health and Physical Activities 

In order to build up the fitness 

level of students, the school 

conducted Health and Physical 

Education activities for 

students of Grade 10. Students 

participated enthusiastically  in 

the activity. 



 

Students of Pre Primary section were taught the correct way to board 
and deboard the bus. They were also  told to maintain  a queue when 
they are walking,  keep their bus clean and throw the trash in the dustbin 
before sitting or getting down the bus. The students were taught that the 
dustbins kept in buses should be used for throwing wrappers only, no 
liquid food should be thrown in those dustbins. The importance of 
following traffic rules and signs is well known to everyone. So, the kids 
were given special education on the importance of following traffic rules 
and what to do at what signal. They were told even if the bus driver tries 
to jump any red light, the students should ask the driver to stop there and 
then. 

Life Skills: How to board and deboard 

the bus  
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Grandparents’ Day  

The pre-primary section organized an event to celebrate Grandparents' 

Day on the school premises recently. Students of Grade Foundation and 

Kindergarten expressed their love, respect and gratitude to their 

grandparents through  their splendid song, dance and drama 

performances. It was an Endeavour of the school, to teach the young 

generation the irreplaceable role that grandparents play in their lives 

and also to inform the grandparents about the values their grandchildren 

learn at school. 



Show and Tell  

Learning Measurement  

Students of Grade 1 were taught 

the concept of measurement in a 

fun way. Teachers used innovative 

props such as weighing machine 

and balance to make the students 

understand the concept well. 

In order to develop the speaking 

skills and to overcome shyness and 

the fear of public speaking, School 

conducted a "show and tell" 

activity for the  children at the 

school campus . The child had  to 

speak about any object given to 

him/her and say minimum of 6- 8 

sentences about it. 


